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(A) Research background: Gas phase in magma and its movement play a fundamental role in volcanic eruption style. In 

viscous magma, gas bubbles hardly move relative to each other. Instead, bubble coalescence in magma makes a connected 

network which enables gas phase to separate from melt phase. It is associated with the concept of percolation threshold, 

which is the point beyond which gas bubbles are connected in a permeable network. Measurements of the percolation 

threshold from natural and experimental products range from 30 ~78 vol%, which controlled by factors such as crystal 

volume fraction, melt viscosity, shear stress, decompression rate, and experimental methodology. This study aims at 

exploring the role of bubble network geometry on percolation threshold and on permeability. Furthermore, they revealed that 

its effect to the volcanic conduit flow can be estimated by applying numerical model. 

(B) Methods: Rhyolitic melt samples are sealed in Au-capsules with distilled water and equilibrate under 150MPa for five 

days. Some samples were put out from the pressure vessel, and open to extract the hydrated sample. The other samples were 

remained in pressure vessel and ensured closed system conditions. 

Sample permeability is measured by simulation of fluid flow on the scanned image of CT. The simulation obtains the viscous 

k1 and inertial k2 permeability according to the Forchheimer equation.  

 

(C) Results and Discussion: This study parameterized the connected porosity and permeability by using geometry of bubble. 

They measured inter-bubble distance (zm), bubble diameter (da) and standard deviation of da (σa) and they found that 

zm(σa/da)cz (cz is constant) is an excellent discriminant between permeable and impermeable samples. In addition, by using the 

relation, z = 1.5da(φt
-1/3-1), they could determine the percolation porosity threshold φp. 

(cp and cd: constant, assuming cz = -0.128) 

 (D) Conclusions: This study proposed simplified relation between bubble geometry and percolation threshold in magma. 

Also, permeability development on 1-D conduit flow can be calculated by varying bubble number density (Nm) and σa/da. 

Results show that varying percolation threshold has little influence on vertical gas escape and dynamic of ascent,  
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